
PRIVACY POLICY 
 

 

Dear customer, 
  
with respect to art.13 d.lgs. 196/2003 (hereafter referred to as T.U.) and with regards to the personal 
data which shall be managed by the ASD Leandro Recinella, also through storage of the indicated data 
by third parties, we wish to inform you about the following:  
 
1) Purposes of the processing of the data  
The processing of the data is solely aimed to the proper and complete fulfilment of the activities 
planned by the association. 
  
2) Conditions of the management of the data  

a) The management is performed through operations or complex of processes described at art. 4, co.1, 
lett. a of the T.U.: collection, recording, management, retention, consulting, processing, modification, 
selection, sorting, comparison, use, interconnection, block, communication, cancellation e destruction 
of the data.  

b) The processes can be carried out with or without the support of electronic devices or, in any case by 
automated means.  

c) The management is treated by the holder/s of the data management.  

3) Data release  
The release of common and sensitive data is strictly required in connection with the activity indicated 
at n.1.  
 
4) Denial of data release  
Any denial by the concerned applicant related to the use of personal data described at n. 3 shall result 
in the impossibility of carrying out the activities described at n. 1. 
  
5) Communication of data  
Personal data can be noticed to the data management’s holders and be communicated for the 
purposes described at point n.1 to external assistants, auxiliaries in the sector, insurance companies 
and, in general, to all of those subjects requiring communication mandatory for a fair pursuing of their 
purposes, as indicated at n.1. 
  
6) Information-sharing  
Personal data are not subject to information sharing.  
  
7) Data transfer to other countries 
Personal data cannot be transferred to other EU member countries or third countries with respect to 

EU, as regards the purposes described at n.1.  

8) Rights of the concerned party 
Art. 7 of the T.U. grants to the concerned party the exercise of specific rights, including the one of 

obtaining confirmation from the relevant subjects about the existence of own personal data and their 

availability in comprehensible form; the concerned subject holds the right to be informed about the 

origin of the data, their use and the management policies, the logic connected to the management, 



the identity of the holder or the third parties receiving the data; the concerned subject holds the right 

of demanding the update, amendment or integration of data, the cancellation, conversion into 

anonymous format or block of the processed data in case of law infringement; the owner holds the 

right to deny, for lawful purposes, the data processing.  

9) Use of photos and videos for propotional goals  
Photo and video production of the students and the coaching activities shall be realized at the shooting 

range during the training camps. These materials shall be used by the Leandro Recinella for coaching 

and promotional purposes; it is agreed that the indicated photos and videos shall be used by the ASD 

Leandro Recinella for video and leaflets production with the goal of advertising in time the Centre’s 

activities. 

 10) Holder of the Management and eventually in charge of the processing  
Holder of the data management is the ASD Leandro Recinella 

 

Place   ………………………………….., date  ………………… 

Signature ………………………………………… 


